Spearheaded by the recent efforts to derive stochastic geophysical fluid dynamics models, e.g., [2, 4, 13, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24] , we present a generic framework for introducing stochasticity into variational principles through the concept of a semi-martingale driven variational principle and constraining the component variables to be compatible with the driving semi-martingale.
Introduction
The characterisation of the dynamics of a physical system as a variational problem using the principle of stationary action is a classical problem that has received an enormous amount of attention. If we wish to explain a physical system by using a stochastic model, adding stochasticity at the level of the Lagrangian (the integrand of the action integral) has the benefit of preserving desirable qualities that the corresponding deterministic model may have [13, 3, 6] . Guided by the tools of stochastic analysis, the purpose of this paper is to introduce a rigorous theoretical framework for adding stochasticity into a system through Hamilton's principle. This is achieved through a judicious choice of the class of models involved in Hamilton's principle. Lagrange multipliers may be used to constrain a physical model to behave in a certain way as observed in the physical system of choice, e.g., incompressibility, the evolution of the advected quantities, restriction of motion to evolve on a given manifold, etc. These too can be chosen to be stochastic. Finally, the action function appearing in Hamilton's principle can be defined as an integral with respect to a given measure which in the stochastic case can be chosen to be random. The model introduced below covers all these three options i.e., classes of models, Lagrange multipliers, and the integrator measure can all by chosen to be random as long as they remain compatible with an exogenously chosen semi-martingale. We will say the corresponding variational principle is semi-martingale driven.
As a consequence, we will show that, in the case of stochastic fluid dynamics, pressure must be thought of as a stochastic Lagrange multiplier which has the role of ensuring that the volume element remains constant and thus the flow is incompressible. We will demonstrate this in the case of the Euler equations for incompressible fluids, and deduce an explicit stochastic differential equation for the pressure.
The introduction of stochasticity presented in this work generalizes the approach taken in [13] . In a forthcoming work, the driving semi-martingale is replaced by a rough path [5] , leading to the introduction of a new class of rough path driven variational principles.
The General Case
In this section, we will introduce a framework for the classical problem, through which the introduction of stochastic noise will be more easily understood.
The Action Function
In classical mechanics, the action of a physical system is given by the (deterministic) time integral of the corresponding Lagrangian, L. Its stationary points characterize the evolution of the physical system 1 . If we denote the generalized coordinates of the system by q(t), then the action A(q) can be defined for any path q(t) taken by the system as the time integral of the Lagrangian, L, along this path A(q) = t1 t0 L(t, q(t),q(t)) dt,
whereq(t) denotes a time derivative of q. This is the classical way of introducing the action function [10] . The Lagrangian can be considered as a map L : T Q → R, where Q is the 'configuration space' and T Q denotes the corresponding tangent bundle, see [11, 12] for details.
Hamilton's Principle tells us that the physical path is distinct from the others in that it corresponds to a stationary value of the action function. Mathematically, Hamilton's Principle can be thought of as δA = 0. Notice that this is equivalent to the value of the variational derivatives of A being equal to zero with respect to each variable in the argument of A. In other words, Hamilton's Principle tells us that the variational derivatives, δA(q) for example, of the action function corresponding to the physical path are null, see e.g. [10] . When modelling continuum media, the Lagrangian, L takes the form of a spatial integral in a manner similar to that of field theory [8] . In this case, the action A becomes an integral over both space and time.
To be more precise, we consider a space-time domainD (with elements denoted byx) and an action function given in the following compact form
whereμ(x) is a measure on the given domainD and v encompasses all physical variables as well as the Lagrange multipliers used to constrain them. We can unravel (2) in the following way: First, typically one separatesD into a time component and a space component and considers it to be a product space. Most commonly, this space can be chosen to be [t 0 ,
where D ⊂ M is the spatial domain in which our dynamics occurs, and M is a given manifold. Similarly, we "unpack"μ in terms of the product between a measure µ on D and the Lebesgue measure for the time variable. The action integral can be written as
We recognize (3)+(4) as the typical action integral classically seen in continuum dynamics, (see, e.g. [1] , [15] , [20] ).
Remark. Note that in (4)), we have used the notation µ(dx) to denote integration in the spatial variable x ∈ D with respect to the measure µ. The alternative notation, dµ(x), where the 'd' is positioned outside of the measure, will be reserved for the temporal integration. The reason for this will become clear in the following sections, where it is particularly necessary to distinguish between spatial and temporal integration.
Introducing Stochasticity
In the following, we wish to introduce stochasticity in the variational principle through the action function. Regardless of the source of stochasticity (through the choice of Lagrangian, the constraints and/or that of the dynamics), the action function will be assumed to be compatible with a given semi-martingale S (see Definition 1 below for details). In other words, in the case of continuum dynamics, instead of satisfying (3), we will consider A(v) to be given by
where • denotes the Stratonovitch integration (with respect to the semi-martingale S) and both [t 0 , t 1 ] ∋ t → v and [t 0 , t 1 ] ∋ t →l(t, v(t)) will be assumed to be semi-martingales. This constraint will ensure that the integral in (5) makes sense. The choice of the form (5) for the stochastic version of the action function is justified by the following:
• Formula (5) is a natural generalization of (3). By choosing the semi-martingale to be given by S t ≡ t, t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ], the identity (5) reduces to (3) .
• The stochastic calculus rules governing the Stratonovitch integral (as opposed to the Itô integral) coincide with the classical (deterministic) calculus rules and therefore all the additional technical details required by the introduction of stochasticity will be natural extensions of their deterministic counterparts.
• This generalization is a natural extension of the framework introduced in [13] , where the driving semi-martingale is given by S t = (t, W 1 t , ..., W n t , ...). In other words, it is an infinite dimensional stochastic process with the first component identically equal with the time variable and the rest being given by independent Brownian motions. In particular it covers models where the advected quantities are constrained to follow stochastically perturbed trajectories. See section 3.1 below for details.
• By a judicious choice of the driving semi-martingale one can introduce non-independent noise increments (for example through an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) in order to incorporate memory into the fluid dynamic model [14] .
• It lends itself easily to extensions to non-flat spaces (manifolds), where the Itô based stochastic calculus does not have an intrinsic development, see [17] .
• It is a natural precursor of a new class of rough path driven variational principles, see [5] .
In the following we will formalize a stochastic generalization the action integral of the type (1), with some Lagrangian, L(t, x, v(t, x)). In order to do so, we must define a number of mathematical objects.
Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space endowed with a filtration {F t } t≥0 that satisfies the usual conditions and B be an arbitrary Banach space. A B-valued {F t } t≥0 -adapted stochastic process X is a family of random variables (X t ) t≥0 , where X t : Ω → B, parameterized by t ≥ 0 such that for all t ≥ 0, X t is F t measurable. All standard notions of basic probability theory (integration, conditional expectation, etc) are easily extended to B-valued random variables and B-valued random processes. Similarly, all standard notions of stochastic calculus are easily extended from (finite dimensional) Euclidean spaces to B-valued stochastic processes. In order to generalize our action integral we will consider function valued stochastic processes, which can be thought of as a specific class of B-valued stochastic processes.
Recall that D denotes the spatial domain in which our dynamics is occurring. We denote by F (D) a suitably chosen space of functions over D equipped with a norm · F (D) so that the normed space F (D) is indeed a Banach space, and F (D) n denotes a similar space of ndimensional versions of these functions. We will define what it means for a semi-martingale to be "compatible" with respect to a classical R N -valued semi-martingale.
Remark. We will use the notation '•' to denote Fisk-Stratonovich integration with respect to a semi-martingale, 2 which will frequently appear when we integrate in the time variable. 3
Definition 1. An F (D)
n -valued semi-martingale, g t , is called compatible with respect to a R N -valued semi-martingale, S t = {S j t , j ≥ 1} 4 if there exists a set of F (D)-valued continuous semi-martingales G i,j t , j = 1, 2, . . . , i = 1, . . . , n such that
and the semi-martingales G i,j are chosen so that the infinite sums in (6) make sense. The system of identities (6) is written in integral form componentwise, and can be compactly re-written in differential form as
where the above equation encompasses all the relevant summation and individual components. Note that the continuous semi-martingales G i,j t do not necessarily need to be compatible with respect to S t . We say that G t represents the stochastic derivative of g with respect to the driving semi-martingale S t .
Remark. We will consistently use the above lower and upper case notation as in (6) and (7) for objects which are compatible with S t .
Remark. In order to make sense of the infinite sums in (7), we will need to impose constraints on the choice of the semi-martingales G i,j , j = 1, 2, . . . i = 1, . . . , n,. Let us identify the finite variation parts and the martingale parts of S j j = 1, 2, . . . as
where B j and M j are the finite variation and martingale parts of S j , respectively 5 . We will assume that G i,j will be integrable with respect to B j for all j ≥ 1 and that
where V B j is the variation process corresponding to B j . Separately we will assume that
where [M j ] is the quadratic variation of the martingale M j . We have that (9) and (10) together with the assumption that g i 0 F (D) < ∞ implies that the semi-martingales g i s are square integrable. More precisely
We will henceforth refer to conditions such as these as 'integrability constraints' on G i,j , since we will need similar conditions on other objects.
Remark. In the following we can assume, without loss of generality, that all the finite variation terms of the semi-martingale S t are collected into one of its components, with all other components consisting of (continuous) martingales.
Definition 2. The process S t in Definition 1 will be called the driving semi-martingale of the system.
Suppose g t and S t are as in Definition 1, then for each i and j,
is a well defined square-integrable one-dimensional semi-martingale.
We are now in a position to define the stochastic generalization of the action (1). Suppose we have a driving semi-martingale, S t = {S i t , i ≥ 1} and assume that the process v(t) that models all physical variables and all the Lagrange multipliers is a continuous semi-martingale. Let the Lagrangian L be a R N -valued semi-martingale such that the process
is a well defined one-dimensional semi-martingale. 6
Definition 3. By a semi-martingale driven variational principle, we mean the application of the principle of least action to a well defined stochastic action integral of the form (11) in order to derive the corresponding stochastic governing equation for the chosen physical system.
As we will see in section 2.5, the requirement that the components of S t are orthogonal will ensure that we may apply Hamilton's Principle and the variational derivatives operate in a way which is analogous to the deterministic picture.
Remark. If the driving semi-martingale, S t , is identically equal to the time variable S t = t, t ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ], then our system reverts back to the deterministic picture described in the previous section.
Stochastic Continuum Dynamics
In the special case of continuum dynamics, we wish to define a stochastic generalization of the action integrals (2) and (3). In the case where our spatial integral is a standard deterministic integral (i.e. the measure µ is the Lebesgue measure on D , we do not need any extra equipment other than that presented in Section 2.2 and we may hide the deterministic spatial integration inside the Lagrangian L. However, to prepare the basis for a more general framework, we will make use of an additional class of measure valued stochastic processes (these will be used to replace the measureμ in (2)) as well as the function valued stochastic processes described in section 2. 2 Let M(D) be the space of finite measures 7 over D endowed with the total variation norm and M(D) n denote the space of n-dimensional versions of these. In the following we will work with M(D) n -valued semi-martingales, see, e.g. [18] for a characterization of this class of stochastic processes.
has a representation of the form
where µ i,j t are continuous M(D)-valued semi-martingales for every i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . . Similarly to in definition 1, the system of equations (12) can be re-written in the following compact form:
Remark. Similar integrability constraints to those imposed on G i,j (after definition 1) are needed here to ensure that the ν i are well defined.
Now suppose that g, G, µ, and ν are as defined in definitions 1 and 4, if we assume further that
and we can think of this as a stochastic version of the chain rule
If Definitions 1 and 4 hold, then it follows that the processes
are well defined one-dimensional semi-martingales. Notice that equivalence of the above processes is a direct consequence of Definition 4, which governs the way in which we define our time integration as being with respect to S t . Again we assume here that the integrability constraints are satisfied in order for these integrals to make sense.
Remark. In the first of the two processes defined above, the spatial integration is defined by integrating with respect to ν as a measure. Recall that we denote spatial integration by writing 'dx' as the argument of the measure. The temporal integration is achieved by integrating with respect to ν t as a stochastic process, which is well defined because of its compatibility with respect to the driving semi-martingale.
As we have mentioned before, by v we mean the collection of all physical variables and Lagrange multipliers. In order to generalize our action for continuum dynamics, we now clarify the spaces in which these objects live. Let X = X(M ) denote the space of smooth vector fields on our manifold M with appropriate boundary conditions on the boundary ∂D of our spatial domain. We define the non-degenerate L 2 pairing between X and its dual space X * by ·, · X : X * × X → R.
Furthermore, let V = V (M ) be a vector space which contains the geometric quantities that typically occur in ideal continuum dynamics [13] . We again define a non-degenerate L 2 pairing between this and its dual by
The components of v therefore lie within X, V , or V * depending on what they are. In other words, v ∈ B i = B, where B i = X, V , or V * . For an example of this notation, see the remark following Theorem 1.
Suppose we have a R N -valued driving semi-martingale, S t , a M(D) N -valued semi-martingale ν t which is compatible with S t . Let the components of v be B-valued semi-martingales which are compatible with S t . Suppose also that we have a Lagrangian ℓ(t, x, v(t, x)) which is a R N -valued semi-martingale compatible with S t . We then have a well defined stochastic action integral given by
and we can look to derive the corresponding stochastic governing equation via the semi-martingale driven variational principle. Note that (14) can be thought of as a stochastic generalization of the deterministic general action integral (2) and the deterministic familiar action integral (3) 
in the stochastic framework. The crucial difference between the stochastic and deterministic action integrals is that all time integration is now stochastic rather than integration with respect to the Lebesgue measure, 'dt'.
Comparison between the stochastic and deterministic frameworks
Introducing stochasticity into a mathematical model introduces complexities into components of the model which do not occur in the deterministic case. For a differentiable path t → v(t), the object dv can be thought of as the stochastic version of the object 'v dt', wherev is the time derivative of v, which appears in the deterministic framework. This can loosely be thought of as a variable together with the measure with respect to which we are integrating. In the deterministic case, this is an entirely trivial object since the 'dt' integration is standard (Lebesgue integration). Furthermore, deterministic equations tend to be written in differential form rather than in an integral form. In the stochastic case, the variables are represented as paths [t 0 , t 1 ] ∋ t → v(t, ·) ∈ B which are not classically differentiable in the time component, thus it is a necessity to write our equations in integral form. It is essential that we take care with how we define the integrals and what object we integrate with respect to. The framework we present here provides a clear methodology to easily understand how integration must be defined. As a sanity check to ensure that we are creating a framework compatible to the classical deterministic one, consider the special case where the driving semi-martingale is S t = t. Notice that in this case we recover exactly the deterministic picture. In particular, the action integral (15) reduces to (3) . Similarly, the compatibility condition reduces to the assumption that the process v can be written as
where V is continuous, which is equivalent to requiring that ∂v ∂t = V , in other words that our variables are differentiable in time and have continuous derivatives.
Variational calculus and stochastic integrals
For a given action, A, Hamilton's Principle can be mathematically considered to be the statement that the first variation of A is zero: δA = 0.
We want to verify that if our action is defined to be a stochastic integral, then we may take variations similarly to the deterministic case. Note that the first variation is precisely defined via the Gâteaux variation.
Suppose that A has the form (5), where v ∈ B. Then δv ∈ B, δA/δv ∈ B * and we have
where we have implied a summation over v. For further details on the definition of these derivatives, see [9] . Thus it is sufficient to consider the functional derivatives of the action integral, and set each of these to zero. Indeed, since we can exchange limits with stochastic integrals, we have
where we have assumed that the integrands obey the relevant integrability conditions such that exchanging the limit with the integral is fully justified. Whenl takes the form (4), then we have the classical result that the variational derivatives are equivalent to partial derivatives of ℓ. Thus, taking variations with respect to the stochastic action integral is analogous to the deterministic case, and operationally can be performed in the same manner.
Remark. Should we wish to consider (16) componentwise, then we will need to place additional assumptions on the driving semi-martingale S t . Should this be the case, we obtain relations δl i /δv = 0, ∀i. Whilst this may feel more analogous to the deterministic case, in our examples we will see that, in practice, the components ofl may have little to no physical meaning.
Stochastic Lagrange multipliers
Given some Lagrangian, we want to to make rigorous sense of any constraints in the form of Lagrange multipliers which this may contain. Recall that v denotes all physical variables as well as any Lagrange multipliers. We will now decompose v into u and Λ, where u are the physical variables and Λ are the Lagrange multipliers. Let us now formulate explicitly how to use Lagrange multipliers to constrain our system. We will denote by L(t, x, u(t, x)) the unconstrained Lagrangian.
In our action integral, we can enforce a constraint on our variables by defining some function C = C(t, x, u(t, x)) in the vector space V = V (M ), and incorporate this into the action integral together with a Lagrange multiplier. The action (11) with Lagrange multipliers takes the form t1 t0
where Λ ∈ V * is the Lagrange multiplier. We can think of the time integration as being attached to either the constraint or the Lagrange multiplier, i.e. the inner product can be written as Λ, C(t, x, u(t, x)) • dS t or Λ • dS t , C(t, x, u(t, x) ) . In the former case, the notation can be condensed by defining a function-valued semi-martingale, λ, which is compatible with the driving semi-martingale S t in the following way:
Thus, the above action can be re-written in the form multipliers would become t1 t0 L(t, x, u(t, x)) − dλ, C(t, x, u(t, x)) V .
We may then write the constrained version of the action (15) in any of the equivalent forms 
Note that in the above we have made use of the stochastic Fubini theorem. The validity of the stochastic Fubini theorem is ensured by imposing again the relevant integrability conditions. Some constraints lend themselves very naturally to be written in an integral form. In particular, if we wish to enforce that some of the physical variables satisfy some S(P)DE, this can quite obviously be written in the form where the time integration is attached to the constraint rather than the Lagrange multiplier. However, other constraints do not necessarily lend themselves to this form. In this case, it may be more natural to write the constraint in a form where the time integration is considered as attached to the Lagrange multiplier and it may appear more intuitive to write the action in a form which includes 'dλ'. See section 3.2 for an example.
Remark. We must be careful with semantics in the stochastic case. The object Λ is the Lagrange multiplier, even though it may be tempting to refer to λ or even dλ as such.
A Particular Case

Stochastic Advection by Lie Transport (SALT)
Suppose, in some spatial domain D, we label fluid elements by x 0 in an initial state, and at time t these points have moved into a new configuration x t . We can then define a curve, g t , on the manifold of diffeomorphisms parametrized by time which is such that x t = g t x 0 . In the case of deterministic fluid dynamics, we have that the Eulerian velocity field u is given bẏ x t =ġ t x 0 = (u t • g t )x 0 , where the dot represents a derivative in time. We can think of u as being the vector field which is driving the flow g t . Following [13] , suppose we want to stochastically perturb the vector field u. We can do this by assuming that x t is a solution of
Observe that this expression shows that the process x t is compatible with a driving semi-martingale S t given by
Furthermore, since this holds for any x 0 ∈ D, we have
and hence g t is also compatible with S t . Suppose a t : D → D is invariant under the flow, meaning that it is an advected quantity. Then a 0 (x 0 ) = a t (x t ) = (a t • g t )x 0 = (g * t a t )x 0 , and hence, by an application of the stochastic Kunita-Itô-Wentzell formula [7] ,
We introduced a new notation in the final line for a more convenient way of writing the Lie derivative terms. Namely, we absorb the notation for time integration into the vector field with which we are taking a Lie derivative with respect to:
We can now give a precise definition of the constraint used in [13] to introduce stochastic noise. Taking L to be the Lagrangian by which a deterministic motion equation is derived, we can then derive our stochastic equation by applying Hamilton's principle to the action integral
which will enable us to recover the motion equations where advected quantities follow some stochastic path. Note that by enforcing d(g * t a t ) = 0, we have made no assumptions on precisely how to perturb the vector field u. This is because in (19) , the notation we have used does not specify what the driving semi-martingale is. Should we want to obtain equations as derived in [13] , we would need to consider (19) together with (18), or we define our action integral instead by
where we have included the terms coming from the driving semi-martingale. Note that in practice, L takes the form of a spatial integral. We define
where µ and D are as defined earlier. Recall that we denote the stochastic derivative of a t with respect to the driving semi-martingale S t by A t . Recall that this means that we have a relation
The action integral can thus be re-written as
and hence has the form (15), with S t as defined above, µ as the Lebesgue measure, and
By observing the action which we have defined above, one notices that we consider the time integration to be affiliated with the constraint rather than with the Lagrange multiplier. If instead we consider the Lagrange multiplier, Λ, to be the stochastic derivative of some process λ with respect to S t , then we may write this action integral in an equivalent form. Indeed, since g t and a t are compatible with S t , we may define G * t A t to be the stochastic derivative of g * t a t and hence the action (19) can be written as
In this case, it more intuitive to write the constraint in the form (19) or (20) , since our constraint is a SPDE, rather than in the alternative form above. As we will see in the following subsection, in other cases it is more intuitive to write the constraint in the alternative form.
Lagrange multipliers and the semi-martingale pressure
A particular advected quantity of interest is the volume element, and denote this by D. Enforcing D = 1 restricts us to incompressible flow. Indeed, D advects according to
and from this we observe that D = 1 is equivalent to incompressibility. This is true as the relationship
is equivalent to ∇ · ξ i = 0 for each i and ∇ · u = 0 by the uniqueness of the Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem [19] . The pressure, p, can be considered as the Lagrange multiplier which enforces the constraint D = 1. Crucially, in our stochastic framework presented in section 2.2, we can immediately see that p must be compatible with the driving semi-martingale. This allows us to identify the correct form in which the pressure term appears in our motion equation, and moreover provides a rigorous framework for understanding why it must have this form. Suppose we have a physical system which corresponds to some action (11) , and we wish to place the additional constraint of incompressibility. We are then computing the critical points of the action integral defined by
which we may re-write using the compatibility of p:
If we want to impose this constraint on systems featuring SALT, we want to minimize action integrals of the form
Remark. The above action features two constraints enforced by Lagrange multipliers. Notice that we have used notation where the time integration is considered with the Lagrange multiplier, P , in one case and with the constraint in the other case. As mentioned above, we could write these in an equivalent form. In this case, it is more intuitive to display them as we have since, upon observing the right hand side of the inner product ·, · , it is immediately obvious what the physical meaning of the constraint is.
Following [13] , we can now derive an Euler-Poincaré equation for incompressible fluid equations with stochastic Lie transport. For the following theorem we maintain the notation which we have been using throughout this paper, in particular a t denotes the set of all advected quantities of which the volume element, D, is one.
Theorem 1 (Stochastic continuum Euler-Poincaré theorem with constraints). Define an action integral by
where u ∈ X is our velocity and a t represents the collection of advected quantities, including the volume element D, in V . Furthermore, P (where dp = P 0 dt + i P i • dW i t ), and Λ are Lagrange multipliers in V * . An application of Hamilton's principle, δS = 0, leads to the following Euler-Poincaré equations
In other words, (u, a, D, P ) is a critical path for the action S if and only if the quadrouple satisfies the Euler-Poincaré equations (23) .
Remark. Using the notation introduced in section 2.3, (u, a, D, P )
Remark. The second form of the action integral above features pairings ·, · of two types: between elements of vector spaces and their duals, and between vector fields and their duals. These pairings are connected through the operator '⋄' as in [13] 
Proof. We take variations of our action integral as follows δu :
δΛ : da t + L dxt a t = 0, (25)
δp : D − 1 = 0.
Notice now that equations (25) and (28) immediately give us two of the Euler-Poincaré equations.
The remaining variational equations combine to give the motion equation for our system as follows. For an arbitrary vector field, η, we have
where we have used equation (24) to obtain the second line from the first. Making use of equations (25), (26), and (27) then gives
Since our choice of the vector field η was arbitrary, this completes our proof.
The action integral, A, used in the above theorem for incompressible SALT equations is of the form (15), with S t as defined in section 3.1 and
, where ℓ has infinitely many components and we have represented these by indexing them by i.
Remark. Should the action integral be written in such a way that the integrand contains terms of the form dλ, where λ is compatible with the driving semi-martingale, then it is technically improper to refer to a variational derivative with respect to λ. Instead the action should be considered in its equivalent form (5) , in which case we perform variational derivatives with respect to Λ (the stochastic derivative of λ with respect to S t ). Nonetheless, when considering the pressure term in section 3.2, to ease notation we will refer to variations with respect to p rather than P , and we here define these variations to be equivalent.
Example: A stochastic Euler equation for incompressible fluids
As discussed in previous sections, we will derive our equations by applying Hamilton's principle to the relevant Lagrangian. Consider the Lagrangian needed to derive the deterministic Euler equations from a variational principle [1] , which can be defined by
and now consider the constrained action integral given by
Recall that, in our notation, a denotes the set of all advected quantities, including D. However, in this case, D is the only advected quantity we consider. Again, by unravelling dp, dD, and L dxt D, we can verify that this integral is of the form (11) .
Remark. In the deterministic case, the constraint and Lagrange multiplier for incompressibility are incorporated into the Lagrangian, which becomes L(u, D, p) = D 1 2 D|u| 2 − p(D − 1) dx.
Since this Lagrangian can be used to derive the deterministic incompressible Euler equation; when attempting to derive the incompressible SALT Euler equation, it is tempting to use the same Lagrangian in the action integral (20) . Note that this is insufficient, since SALT introduces a stochastic noise which defines the driving semi-martingale of the action integral (the addition of SALT can be thought of as changing the driving semi-martingale from t to (t, W 1 t , W 2 t , . . . )). Thus we need to take care to ensure that the Lagrange multiplier is compatible with the driving semimartingale (rather than with t), and hence it is essential to write it outside of the deterministic Lagrangian. The concept of a driving semi-martingale allows us to correctly characterise the pressure at the level of the Lagrangian, rather than observing in the equation that it must have an additional stochastic part. Without the framework defined in this paper, from the variational perspective it is not clear why the pressure cannot manifest itself as 'p dt' in the equation of motion.
We thus apply our Euler-Poincaré equations (23) to the action integral (30), which gives us du + (dx t · ∇)u + (∇dx t ) · u = 1 2 ∇|u| 2 dt − ∇dp,
where dx t is as defined earlier. Notice that the equations (23) contain the terms δl δat ⋄ a t dt and dp ⋄ D. In this case, we have δL δa t ⋄ a t dt = D∇ δL δD dt, dp ⋄ D = D∇(Ddp).
Continuing with our derivation of the Euler equations, notice that the deterministic part of (∇dx t ) · u cancels with 1 2 ∇|u| 2 dt to give
which is obviously equivalent to the 'stochastic advection by Lie transport' version of the Euler equations for incompressible fluids, given by
where condition (32) is equivalent to incompressibility as previously discussed.
Remark. Notice that ∇v is a second order tensor for any vector v, and thus by (∇v) · u we mean j u j ∇v j . Now, we consider equation (31) in its integral form and take divergence of this to give
∂u i ∂x j ∂u j ∂x i ds + ∆p t − ∆p 0 = 0.
Incompressibility then gives that p satisfies the following
Note that if we considered the Lagrange multiplier of D − 1 in the derivation to be simply p dt or similar, even if we considered p to be a stochastic process then this would be insufficient since at the level of the equation it would imply that a sum of Lebesgue integrals is equal to a stochastic integral (after taking divergence of each side of the equation). This example provides an explicit illustration of why the Lagrange multiplier needs this more general form we have presented in this paper.
